1. The integral for ordinary hypergeometric functions. In this paper I discuss integrals which provide explicit asymptotic expansions of generalized basic hypergeometric functions. The problem of asymptotic expansions for hypergeometric functions has been considered previously by C. S. Maijer [2] , E. M. Wright [5] , and, for basic functions, by G. N. Watson [4] . A dash will denote the omission of a vanishing factor in a sequence.
Thus, (a)'-ar denotes the sequence ax -ar, ai -ar, ■ ■ ■ , ar-i -aT,
It is known already (see [2] and [5] ) that if 2. The analogue for basic functions. I shall now state the corresponding results for basic hypergeometric functions together with an outline of the proof. In the usual notation for basic series, let 
■B(iir/t)E(-R'+iTr/t)F(-R'-iir/t).
We shall assume now that P>R and £>£', and that both contours are indented so that (supposing that R and R' are integers) the first R of every ascending sequence of poles of np(s) fall inside ABCD, and the first R' of every descending sequence of poles of IJp(s) f&U inside ABEF. We assume also that q = e~', t>0, though the restriction that q is real can easily be removed from the final result by analytic continuation over the These two results are the analogues for basic series of (1.4) above.
